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PROJECT BACKGROUND
The City of Portland, Office of Community & Civic Life (Civic Life) was established in
1974 as the Office of Neighborhood Associations (and later, Office of Neighborhood
Involvement) as a vehicle for communication between City Hall and Portland
neighborhoods, and now supports community building, leadership development,
code enforcement and licensing, and technical assistance for residents.
Civic Life’s mission is to promote a culture of civic engagement by connecting and
supporting all Portlanders working together and with the government to build inclusive,
safe, and livable neighborhoods and communities. Over the next 10 years, Civic Life
programs will work with a wide range of partners toward three big-picture goals:
• Inclusive structures: building inclusion into our daily operations,
setting broader change in motion across City government.
• Adaptive governance: seeking more ways to collaborate with other City bureaus, bringing
the power of our collective resources to achieve shared goals and citywide initiatives.
• Fulfilled and empowered Portlanders: investing resources across a wider range
of communities within the city and ensure Portlanders see their experiences,
concerns, and aspirations reflected in City-supported programs.

CODE CHANGE

In 2016, the City Auditor released an audit of then-Office of Neighborhood Involvement
entitled “Community and Neighborhood Involvement: Accountability limited, rules and
funding model outdated.” The audit concluded that “improving accountability and
updating the code and funding models would help ensure [Portlanders’] work leads to
meaningful results and that the City’s funding is well spent.” A specific recommendation
was to update the office’s framework for engagement and corresponding City code.
The current City Code Chapter 3.96—last updated in 2005—“creates a framework by which the
people of the City of Portland may effectively participate in civic affairs and work to improve the
livability and character of their Neighborhoods and the City” and defines the functions of the office.
Although the purpose is broad in scope, the code serves to create a formal link only between
the City, Neighborhood Associations, District Coalitions and Business District Associations.
Even prior to the 2016 audit, the bureau had been working to update its internal programs to better
reflect who the people of Portland are today, and what the people of Portland expect from a 21stcentury version of civic engagement informed by racial and social justice.
In July 2018, the name of the Office was changed from Neighborhood Involvement to
Community & Civic Life through Ordinance 189078. At the same time, Council adopted
Resolution 37373 directing the Office to “convene a Code Change Committee that will
recommend changes to Chapter 3.96 that reflect: a unified set of culturally-responsive
practices for engaging a diverse range of community partners; an updated description of
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the Bureau’s responsibilities; and a set of voluntary guidelines that represent best practices
for civic engagement.” Through the resolution, the City “reaffirm(ed) its commitment and
responsibility to engage ALL Portlanders in efforts to foster and support civic engagement.”
To serve more communities, Civic Life is building upon and reaching beyond its existing audiences to
connect with groups and communities whose lived experiences, values, and aspirations have not been
reflected in Chapter 3.96. The outreach through the code change effort has included convening five
multilingual community conversations, an online survey generating 1,014 responses, convening a
project committee representing a rich cross-section of Portlanders, and meeting with existing and new
audiences.
This report describes the multilingual community conversations portion of
the code change project. To learn about more aspects of the code change
work, visit: https://www.portlandoregon.gov/civic/codechange

Community Conversation Methodology
Design+Culture Lab developed intentional engagement activities tailored to fit the unique
engagement needs of Civic Life. Our approach rejects the myth that there is a one-size
fits all strategy for collaborating with diverse communities. Instead, we created custom
communication strategies that allowed us to gather feedback from a multitude of voices.
In collaboration with Civic Life, Design + Culture Labs designed five community conversations
in English, Russian, Somali, Spanish, and Vietnamese. All five conversations took place in
February of 2019 to help Civic Life create a roadmap of what communities need to grow
and thrive. Conversations centered around our city today and the ways communities can
help shape the work of City government. The feedback from these conversations will
inform the process of revising City Code Chapter 3.96 that defines the work of Civic Life.
Civic Life hired bilingual facilitators to lead the community conversations in
Russian, Somali, Spanish, and Vietnamese. All facilitators personally identified
with the cultural group they were facilitating. Facilitators were responsible for
reporting for their community conversation in the form of an insight summary and
typing up raw flip chart notes. The engagement team believes that this reporting
process allowed for the cultural nuances to be captured and valued.
The community conversations work in partnership with existing Civic Life
engagement efforts like Committee 3.96 -made up of community members
that have a wide range of perspectives, who will report back to Council with
recommendations for updating Chapter 3.96; and A Survey of Civic Life - opened
in November 2018 the survey was also made available in Russian, Somali, Spanish,
and Vietnamese; engagement at fifteen existing community gatherings.
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INTERACTIVE EXERCISE

Before beginning the 2-hour community conversation, participants engaged
in an interactive exercise. The goal of this exercise was to allow community
members to have the space to share more about their current and future desire
for how government and community can work together to address public
concerns to make a difference in the civic life of our communities.-

LARGE GROUP DISCUSSION

The goal of this exercise was to give a compelling look at how a larger
set of the people would like to connect with the City of Portland.
Facilitators asked the following questions:
1. How do you currently interact with city government to meet needs of the community?
2. How do you define civic engagement?
3. Based on your definition of civic engagement, how can City of Portland support you or
others during future civic engagement activities?
4. How do you define you community?

REPORTING ON THE DATA

Feedback was captured during the community conversations using audio files, raw computer
notes, pictures of the flip chart/poster board, typed up the flip chart notes, workshop insight
summary, and the workshop closing feedback/evaluation. The facilitator and the Civic
Life staff worked together to complete reporting deliverables to ensure data accuracy.
After Design + Culture Lab received all the feedback, they combined the data from all
community conversations to produce insights for each large discussion question. For
individual community conversation insight summaries, please see APPENDIX A: Spanish
Community Conversation Data, APPENDIX B: English Community Conversation Data,
APPENDIX C: Russian Community Conversation Data, APPENDIX D: Vietnamese Community
Conversation Data, and APPENDIX E: Somali Community Conversation Data. The culturalspecific facilitator wrote all individual community conversation insight summaries.

Key Conversation Insights
QUESTIONS 1: HOW DO YOU CURRENTLY INTERACT WITH CITY
GOVERNMENT TO MEET THE NEEDS OF THE COMMUNITY?

It was critical that the beginning of the group discussion allow for participants to
have the opportunity to share how they currently interact with the city government.
This question allowed for Civic Life to gain real insights on potential engagement
opportunities, even if the current interactions fall outside of Civic Life’s current programs
and services. Having feedback from a diverse audience, allowed the engagement
team to have a holistic understanding of the multitude of opportunities.
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Participants across all community
mentioned they connect
“I participate in projects that involve conversations
with the city through voting, engaging
community in speaking out”
elected officials, public testimony, letter
- Russian Community Conversation
writing, newsletters, city newspapers,
social media, community service,
websites/Internet, grant programs,
policymaking, policy implementation and through historical research. Some mentioned they
interact through city-led public involvement activities like surveys, workshops, community
conversations, focus groups and communicating directly with city government around issues.
Community-led Projects
While participants from each community conversations all had different answers to the
prompt, many of the participants in the English community conversation mentioned that
they currently interact with city government through community-led projects. Communityled project examples include; community clean-ups, tree planting, community recycling
programs, concerts in the park, neighborhood emergency preparedness, the city
permitted events, community fairs, community events, and community art projects.
Many workshop participants who answered the prompt cited that they currently
interact with city government through community building efforts, advocating
and organizing with local community organizations, neighborhood groups,
coalitions, business associations, and neighborhood associations.
Three of the conversation communities (Vietnamese, Russian and Somali) spoke about
the importance of building up their own community capacity to collectively work with the
government. Many participants from the Russian conversations mentioned that they currently
interact with city government through their culturally-specific committees and advisory spaces
like City of Portland’s Slavic Advisory Council. During the Russian community conversation, it
was mentioned that “I participate in projects that involve (the) community in speaking out.”
Many participants in the English conversation also connect with the city through issue-based
committees or councils, budget advisory committee, city committees, and city meetings like the
city council. English Participants shared other public involvement activities like neighborhood
design guideline creation, design charrettes, open houses, focus groups, community workshops/
conversations, and surveys. Many mentioned leveraging many tools to communicate with city
government. Examples include technology like nextdoor.com, mapping tools, calling the city (city
commissioners, bureaus) around issues or complaints, asking questions/giving feedback to bureaus,
and interacting directly with bureaus like the Police Bureau as well as Fire & Rescue Bureau.
Neighborhood Associations
Many participants in the English conversation mentioned that they currently
interact with city government to meet the needs of the community through their
neighborhood association. The Russian group also mentioned connecting with
neighborhood associations. Neighborhood associations were not mentioned by
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Spanish, Vietnamese, or Somali groups when answering this question.
The English conversation mentioned that
neighborhood associations are vehicles
for public policy, citing that there is a
“Contacting city hall
difference between an individual going
- Vietnamese Community
to city hall versus multiple neighborhood
associations going to city hall together.
The English group who are connected
with neighborhood association
interacts with city government by advocacy opportunities to bureaus, government
presentations at general meetings, and land-use groups to name a few activities.

directly.”
Conversation

Conversations around neighborhood associations continued into other discussion
questions. Please see themes from question 2a, 2b and 3 for further insights.

QUESTIONS 2A: HOW WOULD YOU DEFINE CIVIC ENGAGEMENT?
This question allows for Civic Life to gain real and tangible insights on the
current gaps around civic engagement. Having this feedback will allow Civic
Life to evolve its programming to align with the diverse population.

Shared Responsibility
While participants from each community conversation all had different answers to the
prompt, most participants shared similar responses around the shared responsibility of
civic engagement from community
members and city government
alike. A participant at the English
“Interacting with civic life…the
community conversation stated that
government and citizens, different civic engagement is “Activating
beyond the self.” Others felt like civic
from private engagement or a
engagement was a process for bringing
private agency. Whether it is a
people together, as well as questioning
bureau, committee, or individual
authority through organized activities.

counselor…working together on
various projects (holistic approach)”
- English Community Conversation

A majority of the participants who
answered the prompt mentioned that
city government had a significant role
in facilitating civic engagement. Most
comments included suggestions for
how the city could increase civic engagement like getting an answer back from city hall (in a
timely fashion), having meetings during flexible times/multiple times to allow for community
members to be informed and participate. During the Somali community conversation,
it was a desire for government to build relationships with the Somali community. Some
participants in the Spanish community conversation shared current issues they would like
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to addressed, like graffiti, gang violence, and the need for safer neighborhoods. There is
a desire to have more communication with Portland Public Bureau to address this issue.
There was also clear suggestions for how the community can leverage community
building and community networking efforts to increase civic engagement. Many
participants shared names of community-based organizations, community
organizing tactics, and the importance of community-based organizations
coming together to create a better environment for everyone. Examples
included voting, testifying, protesting, signing petitions, and letter writing.
More support needed from City Government
This civic engagement question was by far the most difficult for participants to answer. There
is a real need for Civic Life to dedicate more resources to serving communities of color
around civic engagement. The data gathered showed that communities of color are ready
to engage fully in addressing issues that
are important to their community, but
it requires tailored support based on
“Government connecting with the
their unique needs. Some suggestions
community not only when they need
from the Somali conversation include
having ”Culturally appropriate activities
the community.”
- especially for women” and activities
- Somali Community Conversation
that work alongside religion.
There was a comment during the
Somali community conversation stating that ”if the government does not support, we as
(the) community cannot do on our own.” Many participants had the desire to learn about
more ways to interact with the city government. There was a question during the Russian
community conversation asking “if we have a question for the government, how can we
get our questions answered?”, which indicates that the city government needs to have
new channels of communication with the Russian community. Many participants also cited
community service and volunteer-ism as civic engagement. This indicated that there is
a strong need for culturally specific government 101 education and civics training.

QUESTIONS 2B: BASED ON YOUR DEFINITION OF CIVIC
ENGAGEMENT, HOW CAN THE CITY OF PORTLAND SUPPORT YOU
OR OTHERS DURING FUTURE CIVIC ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITIES?

This question allows for Civic Life to hear directly from Portlanders on the support they
need to be civically engaged and actively participate in the city’s decision making process.
Portlanders are not a monolith, participant expressed that there was a need for government
to understand the many different unique cultural backgrounds that make up this city. Across
cultures groups many had a different lens of civic engagement because of their cultural
history and the former relationship that they had with government or lack thereof. For
example, in the Vietnamese community conversation many mentioned that elders did not
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speak with the government about their challenges or try to work collectively with government
to solve those because of communist Vietnam’s political and economic structures.
Participants identified many ways for city government to support them in their civic
engagement efforts. One theme included providing resources (financial, etc.) to help
the civic efforts and education. Financial support is needed around childcare, food, and
translation services for community meetings, in particular, neighborhood associations.
Many shared that the city government needs to invest in staff to be trained in facilitation,
note-taking and best practices around engagement. Many wanted city government to
spend more time building relationship with the community outside city projects. It was
said multiple times in the Vietnamese, Russian, Spanish, Somali) that the government
needs to come to the community much more and share information so that they can
stay up to date on what is going on in the city and express their concerns directly
with the city staff. There was some frustration around the city’s communication tactics
(website and promoted civic opportunities, etc.), and transparency on how committee
seats are selected. There was a desire to have city government eliminate the barriers
to working with the city on neighborhood improvements (permitting, lighting, etc)
There were mixed responses in the English community conversation around Civic Life
current and future support of neighborhood associations during the English community
conversation. Most participants agreed
that neighborhood associations need
help from city government by assisting
“Neighborhood structure is not
in connecting with marginalized,
working. City can help with certain communities of color, renters, and
capability with communications,
millennials. The folks who answered
childcare, food, interpretation, and the question also shared the need for
the city to provide more resources
outreach to people more diverse”
to help with staff capacity. Some
-English Community Conversation
participants requested equal and even
greater attention to non-geographical
community groups. A few participants
also stated that the neighborhood association model is not working and they should no
longer exist to make room for a new system. In the Somali community conversation, a few
participants mentioned that they never heard of neighborhood associations as well as the
need for the Somali community to organize themselves before going to government.

QUESTIONS 3: HOW DO YOU DEFINE YOUR COMMUNITY?

This question was essential for us because it allowed us to end the community
conversations from a place of strength and fellowship. The goal was to learn more about
how each participant defined their community and celebrate the many intersections,
as well as differences within the growing Portland population. This informs Civic Life,
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in particular, to increase their community network and gain new connections for future
programming. Design+Culture Lab recommends Civic Life uses this list in APPENDIX
A - APPENDIX E as a guide to better connect with the Portland population.
Participants shared how important it is to build with their community and hold space for care,
common interests, and even civic engagement. Many participants cited their community
as being neighbors, geographic, and place-based. A few felt their community was much
more extensive and extended to the
whole metropolitan area. Others shared
how their definition drew from shared
“Keep the public informed on
interests, commonalities or values like
different changes that go on and
faith-based institutions, sports, issues,
invite the public to participate”
music, volunteer-ism, renters, social
-Russian Community Conversation
communities, affinity groups, LGBTQ
groups, culturally-specific groups
(language, race, culture), transit riders,
Fraternities, sororities, and disability
groups. Some participants were able to connect their community to organizations,
that educate, organize and advocate together for change. It is important to note
that we did have a participant mention their community was dispersed.
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APPENDIX A : SPANISH COMMUNITY CONVERSATION

Facilitators: Meg Juarez and Michelle Rodríguez
Hosted by: Hacienda CDC
Location: 6700 NE Killingsworth St.
On February 7, 2019, Meg & Michelle facilitated a community dialogue at Hacienda CDC
related to the work of the Code Change Committee. A total of ten people attended.
Because of the small crowd size, the room was not split into two small groups as previously
prepared.
Facilitators asked the following questions:
1. How do you currently interact with city government to meet the needs of the
community?
2. How do you define your community?
3. How do you define civic engagement?
Key Insights and Themes
Out of the small crowd that attended, about half of the folks kept referencing community
safety issues or not feeling safe in their neighborhoods. It felt like because we were
representing the government, the participants really wanted us to know about their
experiences living in their community, especially around not feeling safe or worried about
gangs and their children’s safety. In this case, it felt like the participants were expressing that
their immediate needs aren’t being met, so they really weren’t prepared to discuss issues of
civic engagement. The facilitators did their best at trying to honor those sentiments in the
room and hold space for those conversations without getting too far off topic.
Additionally, the facilitators had to spend additional time providing context for participants
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on the bureau and code issue.
When the questions were asked in the large
group format the facilitators had to provide
many examples to get folks to understand
the question. Below are summaries of the
responses to the questions:
1.
How do you currently interact with
city government to meet the needs of
the community?
Complain about issues in my
neighborhood, attend community
conversations, help support parents on
getting the services they need for their
kids, talk to neighbors.
2. How do you define your community?
Immigrants, safe neighborhoods,
schools, universities, public
transportation (the people I ride with
every day to and from work), people
with the same values, parents at my
kids’ school, church, people who speak
the same language that I do, people
who look like me (the woman used the example of being short and having glasses),
people or families with disabilities.
3. How do you define civic engagement?
One participant said to summarize all the answers provided in question one. Others
stated: testifying at City Council, going to church, going to school, voting, volunteering
in the community, planting trees, attending protests, neighborhood safety, working with
neighbors, community cleanups, attending community centers, advocating for street
changes (bikes, cars & pedestrian safety).
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INTERACTIVE EXERCISE
What can communities do best on their own?
Vote
Get employment in the government and represent the interests of my community
Get information on what is happening
In arbor lodge, we can call for parks and trees and we can get to know our neighbors & their needs
What should the community & government do together?
How to educate the community
We can work with developers & The Bureau of Development Services (BDS)/ The Bureau of
Environmental Services (BES)
We can work on bicycle, pedestrian & car safety
Have informative meetings
What can government do best on its own?
Financial barriers
Income disparities
Support educational programming
Lack of access and information
Education of how government works
Provide police & fire
Issue permits
Inspect for safety

GROUP DISCUSSION

How do you currently interact with city government to meet the needs of the community?
Issue in your neighborhood
Having a complaint
Community conversations
Help parents on how to get services
Talk to neighbors
How do you define your community?
Immigrants
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Safe neighborhoods
Schools
Universities
Public transportation
Same values
Parents
Church
Same language
People who look like me
People with disabilities
How do you define civic engagement?
Summarizing the responses to interacting with government
Testifying at city council
Church
School
Voting
Volunteering in the community
Planting trees
Protests
Neighborhood safety
Working with neighbors
Community clean ups
Go to community centers
Advocating for street changes (bikes, cars)
Safety for pedestrians
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APPENDIX B : ENGLISH COMMUNITY CONVERSATION

Facilitators: Joy Alise Davis, Walter Robinson II, Joanne Johnson and Shuk Arifdjanov
Scribe/Note taker: Dianne Riley, Jaspreet Chahal, Suk Rhee, Kenya Williams, Marco Mejia
Yepez and Victor Salinas.
Hosted by: Civic Life
Location: Parkrose High School, 12003 NE Shaver St, Portland, OR 97220.
On February 12, Design + Culture Lab facilitated a Community Conversation at Parkrose High
School. Joanne Johnson facilitated a group of about 12.
On February 12, 2019, Design + Culture Lab and Civic Life led a 2 hours community
conversation comprised of fifty- three English speaking participants at Parkrose High School.
Because of the crowd size, the room was split into four small groups to allow for more in
depth conversations. The first group was facilitated by Joanne Johnson and Dianne Riley,
Jaspreet Chahal supported as note takers; the second was facilitated by Walter Robinson
and Suk Rhee supported as note taker; the third was facilitated by Shuk Arifdjanov and Kenya
Williams supported as note taker; the fourth was co-facilitated by Joy Alise Davis and Marco
Mejia Yepez, and lastly there was a youth group made up of Parkrose High School Students
facilitated by Victor Salinas.
Facilitators asked the following questions:
1. How do you currently interact with city government to meet needs of the community?
2. How do you define civic engagement?
3. Based on your definition of civic engagement, how can City of Portland support you or
others during future civic engagement activities?
4. How do you define you community?
Key Insights and Themes
1. Geographic-Based Identification and Organizing: Group 1 participants offered many
ways that they had been engaged in the current neighborhood systems. Participants strongly
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supported the (current/previous) neighborhood-based systems of geographic funding and
organizing. They unanimously supported retaining geographic based forms of organizing.
While it was never explicitly stated, there was strong implicit support for retaining the system
as-is. There was also an acknowledgment that some geographic areas (East Portland, “the
Islands”) do not have consistent representation on City Council.
A majority of Group 2 participants were members of Neighborhood Associations and
described them as their main use of interaction with government. Outside of the issue
related sub groups within the multiple Neighborhood Association members present, others
mentioned engaging with government
through Business Associations, through their
faith communities, e-newsletters, and direct
action. One participant mentioned that
“Neighborhood Associations were one of
the best places to gain access to Elected and
other government officials”.
Some of the Group 4 participants stated
that the current system was not working
and cited that neighborhood associations
have a problem of being homogeneous
- older, home owners, middle class and
white. Group 4 agreed that neighborhood
associations needs involvement from millennials and people of color, but despite the multiple
attempts, they struggle to reach them. There was also conversations that the City of Portland
could do more to make neighborhood associations more accessible through helping with
communications, childcare, food, interpretation, and outreach to people who are more
diverse.
2. Engage community members at every
part of the decision-making process;
and engage neighborhood associations
as partners in decision-making: Group 1
participants shared that they felt many
engagement processes, including the current
workshop, followed a pattern of “top down”
engagement. Individuals expressed multiple
times that engagement opportunities were
in-name-only, with engagement seeking to
confirm decisions made by leadership.
Participants also shared that neighborhood
associations should be co-creators of policy and deeply involved in the vision for the bureau.
They shared a deep desire for transparency, responsiveness, and multiple ways (dates/times/
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locations/modes) for engaging in decision-making processes. They expressed concerns that
the neighborhood associations were being “sidelined” in current processes and this would
continue into future decision making.
3. Offering a definition of community that acknowledges membership in “many
communities”: Group 1 participants expressed that everyone held many identities and
occupied different roles in community spaces, different parts of their lives, and that
communities intersect.
4. Community Partnerships: Most of Group 2 participants shared similar insights and
themes about how they interact with government. When asked how they would define
Civic Engagement, one participant who stated that civic engagement involves members of
community coming together to define what would be best for their community as a whole.
While everyone agreed with that statement they struggled with defining their own community.
The one consensus was that communities are geographic.
5. Programming Expansion and Development: As displacement and gentrification have
shifted where and how individuals access their communities of choice. We’ve seen that
geography does not necessarily describe individuals preference on where their community
is located. As we look to the future of the code change, participants wanted to see how
Neighborhood Associations could be revived with technical assistance from the City of
Portland. Participants mentioned needing assistance with recruiting individuals of color, and
young members of the community, having paid staff as Neighborhood Association liaisons
to government, and assistance with language translation for newsletters and in meetings.
The overall consensus from participants was the need for understanding how the City can be
better engaged with the people. As one participant mentioned they need to “bring the City
to the people.”

INTERACTIVE EXERCISE
What can communities do best on their own?
Neighborhood clean-ups; networking; citizen/business watch
Many hands make easier work; come together to work on issues; collective voice; celebrate;
neighborhood assoc. Can work with diverse partners
Operate private businesses and non-profit organizations; operate churches
Nothing
Communities are the experts on their experience. We should support diverse community
leadership
Engage at neighborhood level; create support groups; come up with innovative ways to interact
together- share info with city
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I assume communities means neighborhoods: 1) collect information about community attitudes,
needs and experiences 2) observe conditions within the community and report to government 3)
advocate on behalf of the community
Bring voices together- share information with neighbors; voice concerns, celebrate improvements,
bring in other community partners
Vote
Clean local park
Government(s) can plan programs and projects in collaboration with community and neighborhood
groups
Nuts and bolts of daily implementing policies enacted on behalf of citizens
Synthesize information gleaned from community conversations and create documents
Budgeting community priorities; gather (illegible- possible "expert") advice and share with
community
Protect all citizens
Nothing without effective citizen oversight!
Assess and collect fees and taxes ; interact with state an federal governments
Spend our taxes; protect population; fix roads
1) Provide and maintain public resources such as roads and parks and schools 2) provide public
safety and law enforcement services 3)implement and enforce local state and federal laws 4) plan
for development such as housing and commercial properties
What should the community and government do together?
Community knowledge should be valued. Government can work with community groups and
leaders to learn about their neighborhoods or communities
Learn from each other to create inclusive places; be good neighbors
Coordinate developments in the community; inform citizens of crime issues
Work in tandem with the neighborhood associations- people who live in area where things need to
get done (this includes transportation issues).
Public safety; land use regulations; maintain and develop streets; operate transit systems; business
regulation; schools/education
Government should listen to community and work to solve issues; partnerships; communicate;
problem solve
1) Work together to plan best use of public resources 2) work together to (illegible) community
concerns about safety, traffic, education, etc. 3) Work together to allocate responsibilities between
government and communities
Inform and encourage people about census 2020
Discuss- problem solve- inform why and how decisions are made- prioritize
Hold down; rent price (no more than 7%/year) (illegible)
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Support neighborhoods and all the partnerships they form to achieve community goals

GROUP DISCUSSION

How do you currently interact with city government to meet the needs of the community?
"Neighborhood associations:
Civic life a direct result of the neighborhood associations; na are a vehicle for public policy; value
in na; geography matters; clearing house for city hall; know what is going on at city hall; to discuss
with your neighbors; difference between one individual going to city hall versus 5-6 na’s going to
city council; people can build cohesion through your na; lasting bonds and resiliency; accessibility
is critical, getting to your na easily; community events build bonds; dcl’s meetings across town can
be challenging to get to; not everyone feels comfortable coming to city hall can be daunting;"
Vote
Community projects
Clean-ups
Tree planting
Recycling
Neighborhood design guideline
Concerts in the park
Historical perspective
District coalitions and other
Interact with police and f&d
Neighborhood nets
Testify at city council, planning council
Writing letters
Next door
Policy watchdog (review city policy)
Be better neighbors
Enforce open meeting laws and bye-laws through grievances
Helping write policy
Go to city council*
Serve on committees
Serve on neighborhood association*
Respond to bureau calls for feedback, like pbot
Call the city often, like 823-4000
Talking to people in the middle of the issue
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Sign up for enews from various departments
Breakout groups (outside of n.a.) On specific topics, such as safety
Neighborhood emergency preparedness
Public clean ups
Go to community centers as there is not an active neighborhood association where i live
Go to parks and recreation
All of the above
Work to connect groups that don’t have good access to city government.
In my neighborhood people who don’t know how to solve things might contact a neighborhood
association
Our n.a. Gets bureaus to talk with each other
"Business associations, my connection is the economic engine of the city which doesn’t always get
paid attention to”
Volunteer for a nonprofit and we advocate for my community of identity
At the association, we bring speakers in
We put out a newspaper (swni) to communicate both to community and city
"Grant programs…almost every bureau has a small grants program. Arts, placemaking, street
projects, capacity-building”
Neighborhood coalition/central ne
Land use groups (seuplift and npns)
Events that have to be permitted (and we need a city office on the east side of the city)
Communities within communities
Speak to city officials
Testify at council
Drivers are not represented
Friends groups (friends of wilshire park)
Survey
Letter writing
Ask questions and give feedback to city bureau
Use the map app website
Pdx reporter
Attend police precinct meeting
Public safety action council
Net neighborhood emergency team
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United neighborhood for reform
Participate in charrettes
Go to open houses
Community fairs and events
I don’t engage
Help people facilitate discussions
Participating in city meetings
Business, newspaper, social media
Help with mailers/read book
Prep. Testimonies for council meetings
Call bureaus and/or city commissioners at city about issues (graffiti)
"Chair neighborhood association/facilitation na with city/coordinate committees (equity)”
"Get na notices -developers etc. --Organize meetings with neighbors/facilitate relationships
contacts
Go to meetings with commissioners about important issues (education etc.)
Go on walks through neighborhoods with elected to show issues on the spot
Keep communications at all levels (city/residents)
At art projects and issues with city
Budget advisory boards at pdx (involved with community organizations)
Community networking at community injustice issues (proactive)
Connect with city officials
Public safety advisory committee*
District coalitions
Housing group
Portland Police Bureau (PPB) strategic planning
Public Transportation, student Trimet passes, take transit downtown, community center, SUN
Schools (after school activites), summer grant program, youth mentor program, camp counsel,
youth mentor, summer youth connect, school health clinic, National Night Out @ Rose Would,
Summer concerts in the park, future connect, advertise these workshops at the schools
How would you define civic engagement?
A process for bringing people together
How we engage partners
Grassroots planning effort was not validated by city/Hawthorne
"Flexible times/multiple times more “prime times” for critical city business and
Issues not just the 9am on a wed kind of thing"
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Equal treatment for different voices
Questioning authority
Getting an answer back from city hall (in a timely fashion)
Rapid response team (as a suggestion) to deal with such things as growth issues and tensions
Advocacy, advisory groups that the city uses
Relating to the entire city not just portions of it
Engaging with my neighbors and others who are not in an official capacity with the city
Nextdoor.com has some civic engagement to it…people give and take advice
Voting
"Interacting with civic life…the government and citizens, different from private engagement or a
private agency. Whether it is a bureau, committee, or individual counselor…working together on
various projects (holistic approach)”
Knowing that there is someone there to help you when you need it. In our neighborhood, we
have so many car problems, people knocking on your door at 3 am. Responsive to neighborhood
challenges like that.
"Idea of “officialdom,” not dealing with someone ad hoc. “Transparency.” A larger process some
sense of balance, fairness and inclusivity.”
Senior centers, libraries, school (social services)
Putting on events that bring people together…parades, street fairs, concerts in the park.
"Members of a community coming together to create a better environment for everyone in that
community. Definition of “community” can be anything. E.G., If this street is not safe, then it
doesn’t matter if it is people from the n.a. Or pbot or other…we’re working together to create
something better.”
"Two way system…top down, bottom up. For example, heard from police that calls are going up
more than the population so is there something we can do about prevention?”
Categories of organizations you would interact with outside of government is largely nonprofits.
Affiliation with NAYA, hacienda, for example with Cully association of neighbors.
"Nonprofits engaging and creating…sometimes you can have 10 nonprofits. Plus the faith
community is usually in the mix. The entire mix. Faith community was among the first to adopt
bioswales; faith communities were also warming shelters in last week’s cold weather.”
“Activate beyond the self”
"Sustainability of the whole community, such as whether we are prepared for climate change.
We need to be more engaged to push things forward. That’s a great example of the mix that is
required. The city has pieces, communities has pieces, nonprofits have a piece, etc.”
Volunteering
Making an impact outside of my community/personal property
PTA
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Being a champion for the community
The Internet
Innovative ideas to engage the public
We are the government/participation to support our people
Foundation for democracy- decision making
Voice
Macr & micr
Be involved with neighborhood coalitions
Organizing community to talk with city officials about issues and decision making
Looking on community projects-interacting with people, neighbors
Participating on advisory boards
Support small business
Using community radio to communicate with people
Place of faith
Neighborhood activities (na’s)/ rose, veterans etc. Parents/national night out
Work/participate
Right participating in government, voting, initiatives, referndums, jury duty, paying taxes, following
the law, community, petition government to public vote, advocacy,
How can the city of Portland support you or others during future civic engagement
activities?
I’d like to city to come more to my neighborhood; just talk to people. Bring the city to the people.
Make it easier to work with the city. E.G., Permits. Lighting on the east side. Vision zero…you’re
Right…zero vision!
We’ve heard that some n.a. That are not active, inactive. Maybe the city can help those
associations
Become more active again. “City could recruit active volunteers to help run that association.” Send
out a mailer to everyone and ask for their help in getting it started.
Neighborhood coalitions used to have staff that served n.A.’S put more staff people working with
the n.A.’S . But coalitions do not only serve n.A.’S.
Continue the n.A. Concept.
There is some worry that n.A.’S will go away…would like to what civic life. And there has also
been change to engage groups that don’t have the same authority and support that n.A.’S have
received. Do n.A.’S serve all our communities? And if not, then how will all portlanders be served?
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I’ve been here 3 years. I went one time to the n.A. There were 5 new people at that mtg. We may
have well as not existed. Everyone was intent on their business, continued to do their own thing.
Did not even acknowledge us. 5 New people came but we all walked out and i found other groups
to interact with my community. Not the n.A. I represent lots of people probably new to Portland
for whom n.A.’S are not working. There were other groups that seemed more active and were
engaging people in ways that the n.A. Was not.
Could the city help n.A.’S and others meet more diverse and different groups? The question back
was, how are you actually engaging people different from you in your neighborhood?
Language translation services, for newsletters.
We offer babysitting at our meetings.
I’m concerned about gentrification. What is going to happen to Portland with having so many
houses that are not affordable.
Not supporting na’s (they represent white, ozd, home corners)
w they do not represent community as a whole
Disagree with it:
because younger people do not want to participate
it is hard to get people to come to meetings
There is not information about neighborhood association existence-activities
Homeowners don’t live in the neighborhood, they rent
Neighborhood structure is not working
city can help with certain capability with communications, childcare, food,
Interpretation, and outreach to people more diverse
People don’t come to na’s because all is done at “old white, privileged people ignoring everyone
else.
We need to ask ourselves “why they don’t come?” Thinking about their needs
How to engaged people at the city on equitable loans. na’s are not representative of the city
HOW DO YOU DEFINE YOUR COMMUNITY?
Immediate neighborhood; immediate neighbors; east moreland is like an island: we thing alike
real camaraderie, variation on ages; no minorities; family; faith; work; neighborhood; organizations
we’re involved in na, ride-connections; voices are heard and this community conversation makes
an impact; email to say here are the meetings minutes; “your” community versus the community
at-large, differing; part of different communities: interest groups, events, family, garden community;
depends where i am;
Island community (east moreland): we like change but can be accused;
Community as concentric circles: communities intersect,
Geographical communities: politically tend to think of communities as geographical based;
My community is any place i go; on the max i gained empathy on the public transit
Commute; healthy, safe communities; emotional and physical safety;
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Dance of participation: i do this, and i do that. My community isn’t defined it’s many things;
Weaving in and out;
Religious community: places of workshop act as community centers;
Geographic. “All other systems are breaking things down.”
And i don’t (in response to geographic). I define it through my interest. Communities of people i’m
Interacting with all over the city, and not just only in a geographic area. Enough of the things i
need are not in my neighborhood. Areas of interest.
People who have something in common.
I’ve never lived in a city that is so geographically defined.
When i lived in Eugene, it was all my communities of interest. In Portland, i didn’t know how to
make friends. So i went to n.A.’S to make friends. The first 25 years was not geography based. This
last 20 years, it has been.
Social communities. Affinity groups. LGBTQ, people of color, people with disabilities, faith
Communities.
I work with business districts between Hawthorne and 82nd. So i go from pretty “lily white” to a
Community that is amazing diverse. My community is bigger than my neighborhood because of
the
Opportunity i’ve had to work through.
Issue-related. Like environmental groups.
I live in a prominent location in my neighborhood so people see me around. People see me and i
can get to know them. The geographic community is not one you cannot escape.
And some people have a choice and some people do not have a choice. (In response to the above
Comment)
I work at the neighborhood coalition, so i have exposure to 17 different geographic areas.
If you belong to a neighborhood, and you like that neighborhood, and you meet some of your
neighbors, and you have some time, and can operate with your neighbors to achieve something
bigger for the neighborhood. But its being driven to give back…to a small or big area for all the
blessings you have in your life.
My community is a community of activists. Whether anti-war or environmental or standing up for
People who don’t have a voice. My Cully neighborhood is inclusive, diverse and we’re amazing
activists. We work with all the churches and all the community groups to do this.
I have a real concern for people who can’t pay 70% of their income in order to live in this
Community. The city is not taking care of all of its people.
Making an impact outside of my community/personal property
PTA
Being a champion for the community
The Internet
Innovative ideas to engage the public
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Condo association
Sports/music group
Social clubs
Fraternal organization
Block/neighborhoods
Environmental organizations
Political organizations
Family/work
Church
School
Renters
Housing advocates
Transportation and walking advocates
Climate action
Multicultural/divers
Community gardener- deliver food to neighborhood house, seniors, meals on wheels
- farmers market
Getting involved in a group/forming one
My church
- produce money to donate to people
Be part/member of interest activities
Where people gather (bars, (dog) parks, community centers, restaurants, streets)
Diverse, young, economically disadvatnages, 66% EPDX student at PRHS disadvantaged, 10%
PRHS houseless, wellcoming, open to new ideas, adaptible supportive, 17 languages spoken in
PRHS, most diverse school in Oregon, adaptable, close knot, united,
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APPENDIX C : RUSSIAN COMMUNITY CONVERSATION

Facilitators: Shuk Arifdjanov and Lilya Yevseyeva
Hosted by: Immigrant & Refugee Community Organization
Location: 8040 NE Sandy Blvd.
On February 13, 2019, The Office of Community and Civic Life led a 2 hours focus group comprised
of forty-five Slavic Community Russian language speaking members. At the beginning PowerPoint
presentation provided with a content of general info on Office of Community & Civic Life, Office
chronology and programs, the Code change committee member, and the reason for group
gathering.
Facilitators divided the participants into two groups to discuss the following questions:
1. How do you currently interact with city government to meet the needs of the community?
2. How do you define your community?
3. How do you define civic engagement?

Key Insights and Themes

Suggestions made: To continue the dialogue and see the impact of our gathering in shaping the
redefined Code. Also, would be good to have more specific information on Civic Engagement in the
past.
Specific needs for your Community: Inform Slavic Community regularly about new laws using Slavic
Media: TV, Radio, and Newspapers (Slavic Community does not like to go to government websites).
Build relationship by visiting local groups and churches.
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Groups discussed: Many new buildings in NE and SE Portland have limited parking, uncovered
bus stops, Powell, Division, and Stark streets
have unreasonably slow speed limits, this makes
people try to avoid them (when you think about
pedestrians, do not forget drivers), people pay
Art taxes, but cultural life in SE and NE Portland
is invisible. Many events happen on Saturday
which conflicts with some people’s Church
commitments. (prom, Rose Festival, Saturday
Market). Minimum wage needs to be increased,
rent increases of no more than 7% annually.
Stealing from Community gardens and a rat
problem make gardening ineffective, encourage
census participation, more sidewalks, advocacy, be a part of decision making, names on the streets
signs bigger, housing association.

GROUP DISCUSSION

How do you define civic engagement?
Problems going around the community and we have the neighborhood watch.
Do something within our own community, pick up garbage – get some people together and
help
If we have a question for the government, how can we get our questions answered?
Does every neighborhood have a neighborhood association?
Community events
Give more money to the organizations, give more resources
How can you/do you engage with Local Government?
Roads
City Hall Council
Police
Complain about noise in neighbors
Parking/Parks
Taxes/Art Taxes
Public Radio/Slavic Family Radio
Water/Utilities
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Vote
Slavic Center Cultural
Housing issue, rent
Business dialogues community
What is Civic Engagement to you? What local government shall do to improve active
engagement?
Testifying- City Hall
Vote
Petition – focus group
Individual letters
Neighborhood engagement (clean up, direct contact with Commissioners)
Neighborhood associations
Business associations
Community events in parks
Library programs
What is Community to you?
Work, life, interest, meetings, common languages, culture, community organization,
collaboration, support each other, volunteer in schools, family, radio, newspaper, stores,
churches, relatives.
Slavic Center, East European coalition, Slavic Advisory Council, Slavic Empowerment team,
Slavic Advisory Board, Associations, Food.
Problem
TRIMET Stops, Public transport not clean
Housing
Rent
Drugs
Neighbors
Homeless issues
Lack of Slavic center
Sidewalks
Lights on Streets
Lack of resources, grants, programs
Committees
CENSUS undercount in ethnic groups
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Employment accommodations, interpretations.
How do you communicate/work with local government to community issues resolved?
Via phone
Complaint
Community leader
Email, online letters
Go to council meetings on Wednesdays.
Surveys, Media
What is Civic Engagement to you?
When you are being heard
Participation is stimulated
Information outreach, so government tell us more information
What is Community to you?
Neighbors
Same interest groups
Book Clubs
Church
Russian Speaking Community
Russian Foundation for the Arts RUFFA
Portland Sister Cities
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APPENDIX D : VIETNAMESE COMMUNITY CONVERSATION

Facilitators: Linda Nguyen and Xuannha Truong Vo
Hosted by: Immigrant & Refugee Community Organization
Location: 8040 NE Sandy Blvd.
Note Taker: Sabrina Wilson and Suk Rhee
On February 14, 2019, Office of Community & Civic Life City Code Change led a two hour focus
workshop comprised of community members, IRCO staffs, and 30-40 Vietnamese speaking
participants. There were a set of 6 total questions regarding community and government issues
based. The facilitators would lead the group discussions on those 6 questions and record down onto
the flip charts. The facilitators presented it in Vietnamese and English, with the help of a certified
translator if needed.
Facilitators asked the following questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What can communities do best on its own?
What should the community and government do together?
What can government do best on its own?
How do you currently interact with city government to meet the needs of the community?
How would you define civic engagement?

6. How do you define your community?

Key Insights and Themes
Office of Community & Civic Life City Code Change and IRCO staffs facilitated a conversation on how
the Vietnamese community and City of Portland can work together to improve the livelihood, culture,
and traditions of the Vietnamese populations. The participants all shared a desire to keep their
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culture alive with the special holidays that occur for the Vietnamese community. The City of Portland
should value all holidays for all nationalities and keep in respect of it all. The City of Portland should
also know the Vietnamese culture because culture plays a role in how the participants want to and
how they do interact with the government.
Community Partnerships: It was our first time
working with Sabrina, she provided an overall
pleasant experience of leading and facilitating
this code change focus group. APANO staff
also stepped up when I had a difficult time
translating a certain piece. IRCO staffs also
help out with note-taking, providing food, and
childcare. Overall, the partnership has been
great.
Programming Expansion and Development:
Many ideas had been said during this focus
group workshop, participants provided feedback on this workshop and how to make it better for next
time.
Increasing Communication and Community Access: The community would wish for materials to
be handed to them before workshop, so that they have an idea on what it is about. Staff and boards
have been helpful, and provided necessary support throughout this whole ordeal. To be increased,
rent increases of no more than 7% annually. Stealing from Community gardens and a rat problem
make gardening ineffective, encourage census participation, more sidewalks, advocacy, be a part of
decision making, names on the streets signs bigger, housing association.

INTERACTIVE EXERCISE
What should the community & government do together?
“The Vietnamese community is weak; the government does not hear their voice or concerns.
If other communities know how to work with the government they could learn from those
communities.”
The Vietnamese community of Oregon…{this person(chairman) presents to the Mayor what
happens in the Vietnamese community. He talks about the relationship between the Vietnamese
community and other communities. He hasn’t received the common or concern from the
Vietnamese community…he wants more voices and concerns given to him so he can present it to
the government. They already have a committee but need more members of the community to
present their voices.
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The government can financially support the Vietnamese community; they received some support
but not much.
My Vietnamese community organization did apply for Portland community funds for a community
event, but she had no knowledge of why it was denied. It took two months to finish that
application. Make it easy; explain the criteria better so we know what it is before we apply.
Made reference to an application to the City through Tiffany Penson; does not know the outcome
yet
(An aside: One person said that they are reluctant to writing down anything b/c then their name is
associated with it; that is why they prefer to talk. A hold-over from being in a communist culture.)
The government or agencies can come to the community to explain what is going on.
How would you define civic engagement?
We know the City has many houses they want to demolish. We would like to have one of these to
renovate to have an office for the Vietnamese community.
We pay in taxes to the government and the government also gives back to the community.
How do you define your community?
The Vietnamese community is so passive; other communities are more active. Most just focus
on how to live in this country, just basic needs rather than community needs. Security first for
themselves. We have to be better informed by other communities how to live in this community.
A meeting like this has helped them a lot. We can talk about how to get Vietnamese together.
People go to church, go to temple, they have their own group. How can we bring the community
together. If IRCO or some organization or the City can have a meeting, they could come together
like this.
There are very knowledgeable Vietnamese out there and there are others that who do not know.
They need a chance to get information from knowledgeable people.
If the government or an agency has a letter, there should be a Vietnamese letter so they can learn,
come and support. Spread the information out in the Vietnamese community; in Portland, Hong
Phat Vietnamese market is a place where people can get information.
Share information so we know what to do.
People need their basic needs first.
If you have a meeting, it should be an hour (not 2 hours) long.
If questions are shared in advance, then he could get more responses by getting them from the
community first.
How should the community & government work together?
Houses that City are demolishing - we would like to have the house to renovate for our Vietnamese
organization.
Want government to understand our traditions and culture to serve us better.
Homeless community needs more support.
Senior housing assistance for Vietnamese.
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Documents in Vietnamese
Come to community
Spread information such as the Vietnamese market
How do you define civic engagement?
What do you need from government?
No knowledge about information.
Understand the process better
More communication
Help us understand the criteria for grants and resources
Focus on SE PDX too
They dont want to write everything because there is a fear of writing things. We would prefer to
talk
Need More funds
Work with other cities - statewide
Put ideas in newspaper
How do you define your community?
Our community has been strong in mobilizing. I have not seen our community come to city hall to
advocate. We do not know how - we need that leadership.
Advocate from community to talk to government
Vietnamese community come together to give comments & concerns to government
Our community is very dispersed - some go to temple, some go to live been here for so long and
feel that we are not as strong
Some people who come to the US may not be able to get involved in community & city - they are
just trying to survive.
I want to say that our community, there are still people who care.
How do we promote events to gather and engage more Vietnamese people?
To come together like this is very special and very rare. How do we continue to bring more people
together?
Suggestions for community meetings
Next time someone else should take notes so we don’t have to write.
If there are meetings that bring people with issues that matter to them, they will come.
Two hour too long, one hour is better.
We should know topic ahead of time.
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For next meeting, please type out the questions first so we can understand the questions first.
Know your right for Vietnamese to understand policies & laws there are in Portland.
We are a passive community - not all together
Focused on basic rights
How to get Vietnamese together - some church to build strong community
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APPENDIX E : SOMALI COMMUNITY CONVERSATION

Facilitator: Ali Ibrahim
Hosted by: Somali American Council of Oregon
Location: Somali American Council of Oregon, 4415 NE Killingsworth St.
Note Taker: Sabrina Wilson and Madhad Hassan
On February 12, 2019, Ali Ibrahim facilitated a community dialogue at Somali American Council of
Oregon related to the work of the Code Change Committee. A total of thirty-four people attended.

GROUP DISCUSSION

WHAT IS CIVIC ENGAGEMENT?
If the government does not support, we as community cannot do on our own.
Community needs to be apart of the government.
Community needs access to resources - what neighborhood do we belong to?
Somali + Religion is important, respecting our religion.
Culturally appropriate activities - especially for women.
Government connecting with the community not only when they need the community.
Government follow up with what we discuss - not a one in done with no action.
Example: Community thanks the city for the taxi issue that they had - they came together as a
comm
Unity to tell the city what they needed through a representative and they were able to be
Successful in getting what they needed.
HOW DO YOU DEFINE YOUR COMMUNITY?
We don’t know what neighborhood you belong to and what resources are around us - workshops
to know.
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Place is important.
I have never heard about neighborhood associations.
Community needs to seek resources around you is important.
What does the government want from us? We have been here for 20+ years and we dont have very
much progress - we need to work together to empower the community through resources because
our pay check doesn’t cover more than our daily needs. Only the seniors are coming together in
our community.
Community must organize ourselves first when going to government.
WHAT SHOULD COMMUNITY & GOVERNMENT DO TOGETHER?
Support intercultural neighbor to neighbor partnerships which work to navigate together the
resources in the city.
Do a better job of informing Neighborhood resources in multiple languages & way of
communication and leadership groups
Creation of inter culturally appropriate places to convene
Enhance opportunities to represent one’s own cultural identity and not to be represented by others
- break down large organizations like IRCO
Support “next steps” action plans
Community needs people who know how the city works - how to navigate the system.
Translated materials - language is not validated if you do not validate through our language and
interpretations.
Only one day of conversation is not enough.
Government needs to support community lead organizations.
It’s important that the government listen to the people’s concerns and take them
into account. One participant put this way “ The government should listen to the hunger
of the community and actively heed the concerns of its constitutes”.
The government and the community should work together around issues such as job
creation and affordable housing.
The government and the community can also work together to recruit good teachers who
are culturally competent and have the necessary language skills to work with the members of
our community.
The government can support indigenous community groups such as SACOO.
Community groups should open channels of communication with the city and be sure to address
the needs of its members to the government.
The government and the community can come together to do a needs assessment of
the community and seek ways to address those needs.
One participant talked about the need for the government and the community to
collaborate together to address youth isolation ( gang association) and unemployment.
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The City and community should work together to create a vehicle for a cohesive and
united force that can address it needs organizationally. The city should support individuals who
have the collective interests of the Somali community in mind.
The community should work with the city in orienting its refugee citizens about its roles
and services.
WHAT CAN THE COMMUNITY DO BEST ON ITS OWN?
The community can work to create venues for communication and dialogue in which its
members can freely speak about their challenges and seek ways to organize collectively
to address them.
The community should have own going “community talks” we have to support our
indigenous community agents such as faith leaders, mothers, youth, fathers, elders, and
business people.
The community should work with other groups such as the city to engage its youth
members who are often stuck between two worlds and cultures. The community needs to create
a better mechanism and outreach efforts to its young members.
The community can create an emergency fund for special needs such as legal fees or if
a member of the community falls on hard times that could augment other support services. One
participant put this way “ the community needs to create its own social service capacity, rather
than asking people to go out to agencies”.
The community can ask of its elders to work within their traditional systems and find
ways to inculcate in its young people a sense of cultural heritage “ most of our young people
know nothing about their culture and traditions besides what they learn from YouTube and
sensational news stories of people in extreme situations”.
Participant emphasized the importance of having a united front approach to work.
“One voice- we must be united behind those speaks for our community and them our full
support“.
WHAT CAN GOVERNMENT BEST ON ITS OWN?
The government should provide for the safety and protection of every citizen.
The Government should ensure people are not discriminated against based on skin
color or religion.
The government can recognize particular communities such as the Somali American
community in Portland give and try to work with the community.
The City can provide outreach services to our community about their services. I believe it
also the City’s responsibility to come up with how to better representation of all its citizens in its
affairs.
The city should embedded community representatives in its services.
The City should be aware of the community and its cultural sensitivity issues (a
reference to Hijab).
The city should create mechanisms to support our vulnerable youth populations.
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